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A Hidden
Beauty Revealed
Like an immaculate lotus flower unfolding, its veritable namesake
the Padma Resort Ubud in Puhu village, Bali opens its doors to
discerning leisure travellers seeking to get away from it all...
Story by
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main feature PADMA UBUD

Off the beaten
track, this 149room, 11-hectare
destination resort
overlooks an
unspoiled mystical
river valley of
coconut groves, lush trees and bamboo forests in
Payangan, north of Bali’s famed cultural centre. This
latest addition to the Padma portfolio of five-star
hotels provides an exclusive oasis of relaxation to
replenish, rejuvenate and restore one’s spirits.
Upon arrival, guests are enchanted by the
youthful smiling staff and reinvigorated with a
welcome drink of rosella tea and a refreshing cold
towel. At check-in the enthusiastic receptionist
rattles off a flurry of suggestions for each day’s sport
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a hidden beauty
revealed
clockwise FROM this
page, above

—
Guests can choose to relax
in the comfortable Lobby
Lounge for refreshments
and light snacks
—
Tile motif throughout the
lobby area and along the
corridor
—
The spacious main Lobby
where guests can relax
upon arrival
—
Neat terraced gardens and
koi fish ponds provide a
verdant backdrop to the
hotel’s Balinese-themed
architecture
Previous page

—
Padma Ubud’s spectacular
89 meter infinity pool
awaits you

and leisure “exertions”. Choose from the many
different options available through the day: power
walking before breakfast fun planting for greenfingered guests in the herb gardens; cycling through
the paddy fields or even sunset yoga. Once checked
in, guests can choose to relax in the comfortable
Lobby Lounge for more refreshments and maybe
some light snacks, and for little shopping sprees, the
neighbouring gift shop is a delightful treasure trove
of one-of-a-kind Balinese handicrafts, stylish casual
clothes and home accessories.
The hotel also offers some more unusual
activities: rehearsals of gamelan (using traditional
percussion instruments), making simple canang
sari (the colourful daily religious offerings made
by Balinese Hindus), and kite flying. For the more
energetic types and early risers, there is a serpentine
3.4 km stone jogging/walking track that meanders
through the tropical gardens leading down to the cool
crystal-clear waters flowing below the resort.
Contemporary Balinese architecture dominates
the hotel complex. In the main lobby, beautiful blue/
beige ornamental tiles embellish the central floor.
The visitor’s eyes stray towards the stunning brass
depictions, by famed Bali artists Nyoman Nuarta and
Ketut Winata, of stylized trees with flowing branches
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A Hidden beauty
revealed
clockwise FROM this
page

—
The spacious Premium
Corner room showcases
Balinese aesthetics with
comfortable modern
furnishings
—
The well-maintained
parking lot area leading to
the Resort’s Main Lobby
—
Under lush bamboo groves,
the clear-watered mystical
river flows below the resort
—
Enjoy a sumptuous high
tea and cool mountain
breezes at the open-air
Puhu Restaurant and
Lounge
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populated by birds, squirrels, monkeys, turtles, water
buffaloes and even a leopard - their creative homage
to the “back to nature” theme of the resort.
Miles Humphreys, from PT Bali Anugrah
Dewata, the master planner for this resort stated
that the gotong royong (community collaboration)
spirit manifested itself during the actual design
process rather than being imported from any other
existing source.
“I wanted to give a sense of a protected inner
village — a cluster of buildings that paid homage
to the human scale of Balinese building while being
surrounded and thus protected by the ‘Puhu Castle‘,
as I love to call it”
A large bale kulkul (a Balinese tower-like structure

housing the kulkul or a percussive device consisting
of a hollow piece of timber with a slit in one side
which resonates when struck) is situated right beside
the main lobby. Usually occupying a prominent place
in every Balinese village, the bale kulkul calls out to
summon villagers to come together. Padma Ubud’s
bale kulkul is embelished with a pair of stone naga
dvrapalas (snake/dragon guardians) on the stairs
handrails inviting visitor to climb up, explore inside
it and then look out from the top. Around it there
are ponds teeming with koi fish and water lilies,
frangipani trees, four vertical gardens and large
depictions of Balinese dancers carved in stone which
complete the Balinese village feeling.
Spacious rooms and en-suite bathrooms all
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Project
Data
—

come with private balconies
that overlook the stunning
sweeping scenery. Authentic
—
Famous Balinese artists
Balinese aesthetics blend with
Nyoman Nuarta and Ketut
modern design in the custom
Winata impressive stylised
tree as homage to the
lighting fixtures and the hand“back to nature” theme of
the Resort
carved wooden detailing and
—
Enjoy a cool refreshing
artisan-crafted
furnishings
swim in the Padma Ubud’s
are
simple
but
tasteful,
with
spectacular 89 m infinity
pool
warm
woody
browns,
beige,
—
A wide array of tasty
and white as the basic colour
Indonesian, Asian, and
scheme.
European dishes can be
enjoyed at the top-floor
The 89 meter infinity
Puhu Restaurant
—
swimming
pool is a design
A tasty trio of Chef Ketut’s
Turkish appetizers
marvel, offering an awesome
panorama
of
expansive
forests and greenery while breathing in Ubud’s fresh
mountain air. The pool is heated when temperatures
drop to encourage refreshing early morning and
evening swims. Designed like a giant tree carrying
a tropical garden rooftop, the Sunken Pool Bar
offers quick pick-me-ups like ice-cold beers, healthy
mocktails, and signature cocktails. The Pool Café and
Bar is there for more substantial fare such as hearty
burgers but it also provides healthier alternatives like
salads while the sun worshippers work on their tans.
The open-air Puhu Restaurant and Lounge
overlooks the infinity pool and gardens, with the
seemingly endless forest and terraced rice fields
stretching out as far as the eye can see. Guests are
invited to indulge in a high tea session in the late
afternoon, just in time to enjoy the chilly mountain
breeze seeping through the lotus flower-crowned
joglo roofs.
A Hidden beauty
revealed
clockwise FROM this
page
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Executive Chef I Ketut Sumerta is on
hand to cater to guests’ culinary cravings. His
repertoire includes Indonesian, Asian and
European dishes, and his experience includes a
stint at a prestigious 5-star hotel in Istanbul. His
specialties include Turkish favourites like Imam
Bayildi (Stuffed Eggplant) and well-seasoned
grilled Köfte (minced lamb/beef “fingers”). Chef
Ketut is proud that the resort’s gardens provide
many of the herbs, fruits and vegetables used in
the kitchens.
Padma Resort Ubud provides other facilities
such as an intimate air-conditioned Lounge and
Bar with a library to retire to after breakfast
or to enjoy aperitifs before dinner. Ubud is
internationally famous as a wellness destination,
and the resort’s spa is a well-equipped sanctuary
that provides impeccable and luxurious spa
treatments and therapies. Special events such
as weddings and business conferences can be
customised and accommodated at the resort’s
ballroom and meeting venues.
Padma Resort Ubud is truly a hidden gem
worth discovering!

Padma Resort Ubud
Banjar Carik, Desa
Puhu, Payangan
Ubud, Bali
Indonesia
T: +62 361 301 1111
www.
padmaresortubud.com
Company Name
PT. PURI ZUQNI
Number of Rooms
149
Site Area
110,000 sqm
Gross Floor Area
20,315.34 sqm
Architecture
Consultant
PT. Bali Anugrah
Dewata
Principal Designer
Miles Humphreys
Interior Design
Consultant
ara Design
Principal Designer
Karlyn Cerdena
Lighting Consultant
Lumina Group
Landscape Consultant
Equatorial
Civil, Structural and
M&E Consultant
PT Meinhardt Indonesia
Main Contractor
PT Adhi Karya
Interior Contractor
PT Harjaguna
Kurniamitra, PT Jaya
Kusuma Sarana Bali, PT
Tunas Jaya Sanur
Started Construction
22 April 2013
Soft Opening
19 October 2015
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